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Temporal Royalties and Virtue's Airy Voice

in The Tempest

Timothy Fuller

The Colorado College

The Tempest begins in a tempest which is to ssy that it begins not only

in s storm but in the midst of time. One msy thus be reminded that the

tempest is both without, imposed by the storm, snd the remembrance of things

past and hoped for within. The passengers on the storm-tossed ship are chsr

scters constituted out of the circumstances of storm and time. But these are

not ordinary passengers. Rather, they are, in order of appearance, the ship's

master, the boatswain, the King of Naples, and the apparent Duke of Milan.

They are all, in greater or lesser degree, "authorities", yet they are all en

compassed within the unsought commsnd of the storm itself. Both Alonso

the king snd Antonio the duke sppesr first with s question, "Where is the

msster?"

Literally, they wish to know where the ship's msster is. However,

ss the play will show, the master is the storm and hence, in that respect,

the master is evident snd everywhere; but beyond this the msster of the storm

is Prospero, who is not evident. It is worth reflection thst a king snd a duke

ask where the master is neither of these masters is the master here. In these

circumstances mastery is ambiguous.

Next in order of appearance is the old councillor Gonzalo, who advises

patience to the boatswain, who is angry at the interference of the king and

duke. Gonzalo tries to remind him of who they are. This reminder is inef

fective because their authority is usurped by the storm and the ship's master.

The boatswain says to Gonzalo,

"If you can command these elements to silence and work the peace of the present,

we will not hand a rope more; use your
authority"

(i.i. 20-22).
'

But Gonzalo also has no authority here. On the other hand, he is heartened

by the apparent authority of the boatswain who "hath no drowning msrk upon

him"

(i.i. 27). The bostswain is contemptuous of the howling of the passengers

who are "louder than the westher or our (i.i. 35). But the recognition

of the boatswain's authority is then undercut by the appearance of Sebastisn,

the brother of the King of Nsples, who curses the boatswain to a faretheewell .

Sebastian is the first character to appear who is neither an authority nor a

This paper was prepared for delivery at the annual meeting of The Midwest Political Science

Association, Cincinnati, Ohio, April 16-18, 1981.

1 All citations from The Tempest are from The Pelican Shakespeare edition edited by Northrop

Frye, 1970. The New Arden Edition, edited by Frank Kermode (London, 1966), has also been

consulted.
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respecter of authority. But this seems to incite Antonio the duke to curse the

boatswain ss well (i.i.41-42), suggesting thst this apparent authority is not

necessarily a respecter of authority even though he holds it.

As the storm worsens and the need to abandon ship becomes inevitable

the King and the Prince pray but Sebastian and Antonio continue to complain

snd curse. The king snd prince hsve some conventionsl piety st the thresh-

hold of desth but Sebsstisn snd Antonio do not. Rsther, they sbsndon the

king ss the ship breaks apart. Gonzalo affects a certain degree of patience

sbout his own counsel in ssying "the wills sbove be
done"

(i.i.62).

One msy summsrize the first scene of the plsy by ssying thst it dramatizes

the uncertainty of authority in the face of the elements. This reminds us of

our temporality or mortality, and that better and worse responses can be made

to this drama of uncertain authority. The ship's master and bostswsin respond

with hsbitusl skill to their fsmilisr adversity; Gonzslo responds with resignation;

the King and the Prince with conventional pieties; and Sebastian and Antonio

with fear snd self-preserving instinct.

The second scene provides tranquility sntitheticsl to the first scene's
tempes-

tuousness. It opens with s speech of Mirsnds, the wondering one, who begins,

"If by your srt, my dearest
father"

(i.ii.i). The tranquility is presented not

only in a rhetoric of reflection and wonder, or philosophically, for philosophy

appears in the first scene only tangentially in Gonzalo's resignation, but also

in the unsmbiguous relstion of suthority between fsther snd child, snd in the

sense of commsnd thst is implied by reference to Prospero's
"srt"

But Mirsnds

also exhibits two other characteristics in her first speech: the first is the capacity

for suffering empathetically with the victims of the storm; the second is her

insistence that if she were a "god of she would have used her power

to preserve rather than to destroy the ship. The daughter of Prospero antici

pates the conclusion to which Prospero himself will come at the end of the

play, except that the literal sense in which she seems to speak will be trans

formed in Prospero's finsl reslizstion when he ss the precise "god of
power"

preserves rather than destroys by an act of renouncing the very power which

is his. By snticipsting in her speech Prospero's lster sction. Mirsnds transforms

sn sbstrsct proposition sbout life into 3 self-ensctment in the midst of life.

Prospero's renunciation will be the reslity behind Mirsnds's desire to use

power justly.

A further indicstion of this is thst Prospero, in telling Miranda the full

background of their situation for the first time, begins by asking her to "Lend

thy hsnd / And pluck my msgic gsrment from me. So, / Lie there my
srt"

(i.ii. 23-25). This is the first occssion for Prospero to renounce his msgic

srt. Underlying the spectscle which csuses Mirsnds's amszement is s history
of events events not at sll msgical. Prospero's commsnd to "be

(i.ii. 13) is fulfilled through Prospero's recollection. The lsying sside of Pros

pero's gsrment of magical authority is connected to his revelation of the loss
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of his authority in Milan. The setting aside of the magic garment is also the

setting sside of the childhood illusion sbout the authoritstive psrent.

Mirands professes to remember "rather like s dream thsn sn
sssursnce"

something of her esrliest childhood in Milsn. And, ss the story begins to be

unfolded Mirsnda wonders whether their coming to the islsnd wss s curse or

s blessing (i.ii.60-62). To this Prospero snswers
"both"

Literally it is a curse

to be exiled, but also s blessing thst they were sble to survive. But it is,

more importantly, the occasion for reflection on the proper order of things.

Thus, the tempest produced in scene i is paralleled by the calmer tempest

of recollection in scene ii, which Prospero produces in Miranda as her first

confrontation with the ambiguities thst wonder produces. Mirsnds is swsre

of this insofsr as she sees thst Prospero's troubled sspect is csused by her
"remembrance"

of her early childhood (i.ii.64-65). Remembrance is thus a

blessing and a curse. But, ultimately, remembering is necessary if one is to

have the understanding thst is the msrk of humsn wisdom on humsn things.

For, while it is true thst Antonio's exercise of the power Prospero entrusted

to him "set sll hesrts
i' th'

state / To what tune pleased his
ear,"

it is also

true that Prospero was the true source of this sad state of affairs. The tempest

produced in Miranda is a reflection of the tempest within Prospero himself.

Prospero's recollections excite Mirsnds's. The tempestuousness is constituted

out of Prospero's inner intellectusl sscent following his sctusl political descent

from first duke in Italy to exile, in juxtaposition to Antonio's assumption of

the "outward face of
royalty"

(i.ii. 104), which is a political ascent to being

a "god of
power"

but a descent in the sense of a revelstion of the corruption

of his soul in endless smbition.

Prospero now sees thst Antonio, unlike Prospero, csnnot comprehend the

thought thst s library could be s sufficient dukedom. Thus, Antonio concludes

thst Prospero is incspsble of exercising "temporal royslties". For Antonio,

the cspscity to exercise temporal royalties seems to be exhibited in endlessly

growing ambition. He thus made a pact with the King of Naples that, in

return for tribute, the King would support his extirpation of Prospero and

Miranda from Milan. Fearing an outcry from the people of Milan, however,

the conspirators set Prospero and Miranda adrift in the sea rather than kill

them outright, and so they were left "To cry to
th' sea"

(i.ii. 149).

Their eventual ssfe srrivsl on this enchsnted isle wss msde possible by the

generosity of Gonzslo, who hsd pity on them, providing them with sustensnce

both edible snd intellectual. Prospero calls this an act of providence, and sn

set of chsrity. This remembrance of providentisl charity is the second instance,

following Miranda's innocent charitsble instinct, thst reinforces the mercifulness

thst will eventuste from Prospero's recollections of things psst.

This moment slso msrks the occssion of a new beginning for Prospero.

What wss recollected ss prior misfortune is sbout to turn to his sdvsntsge.

Fortune is now "bountiful", now his dear lady, for she has brought his enemies
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to the shore where he currently exercises his authority. The descent from power

into humiliation is the premise of the plays beginning but the action of the

play proper is, virtually from the outset, an ascent. This structural feature

supports the oft-made remark among the critics that this play is, in an im

portant sense, the sequel to King Lear; and that the theme of ascent and

descent is not only to be found repestedly within the plsys but runs through

the Shskespesresn corpus generally. (See, for exsmple, D. G. Jsmes in The

Dream of Prospero.) Prospero hss been presented with sn "suspicious
stsr"

whose influence he must court if his fortunes sre not forever sfter "to
droop"

(i.ii. 178-184). But if Prospero's fortunes sre not drooping, Mirsnds's eye

lids sre, snd she perforce retires ss Prospero's servsnt Ariel mskes his first

appesrsnce.

Ariel reports thst he hss carried out in precise detail the raising of the

storm on the ship as directed by Prospero. He has deposited Ferdinand alone

on the isle, dispersed the others sbout, snchored the ship in s ssfe snd obscure

hsrbor, snd put the crew to sleep below deck. The remsinder of Prospero's

plsn must be csrried out between 2 p.m. snd 6 p.m. The moment of fortune

already referred to is reinforced by the compression of time in which all the

remaining action is to be undertaken, which, as noted by scholsrs, is roughly

equivslent to the time it tskes to perform the plsy itself.

In the conversation between Prospero and Ariel it turns out thst the exile

Prospero wss preceded on the isle by the exile Sycorax, sn evil msgicisn,

who is contrasted to the exiled good msgician. Ariel has been transferred from

serving black magic to white magic or from serving evil to serving good. If

Sycorax had the power to imprison Ariel, Prospero had the power to release

him. The release wss predicated on service, for a time, to Prospero. Ariel

is engaged in working off this indebtedness. And, although the action of the

play is to run from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m., the freedom of Ariel is to come after

two days (i.ii. 229), presumably to give him time to guide all back to Milan.

During the dozen years when Ariel was incarcerated in a pine tree he

howled and screamed in such a way as to create a tempest of his own on

the isle. Sycorax caused this condition but did not have the power to amend

the torment that resulted. What remains is for Ariel to become like a nymph

of the sea and to be invisible to all but himself and Prospero. He initiates

his invisibility by exiting, whereupon Miranda is bidden to wake up. It is

thus clear that Miranda is not at this point to be given sight of Ariel.

She is, however, against her wishes, to be given sight of Caliban, whom

she detests as a villain. Caliban is Prospero's slave and is addressed as
"esrth"

(i.ii. 314). Cslibsn presents himself as the ruler of the isle by right as the off

spring of Sycorax. Thus, for Caliban, Prospero is the usurper who, as we

know, has arrived here because of being usurped. But Caliban had attempted

the overthrow of Prospero by raping Miranda in the hope of populating the

islsnd with Cslibans. This stirs Mirands to curse Cslibsn. Unable to be im

printed with goodness, Caliban wants to imprint goodness with himself, to
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subdue it to his power. To be imprinted with goodness is, for Miranda, to be

taught how to speak snd, thus, to be sble to pursue one's purposes self

consciously. But it would appesr thst the purposes of Cslibsn when brought

to self-swsreness sre unsavory to ssy the least. Caliban's view is that the

result of language is knowing how to curse. This might be expected from the

offspring of Sycorax.

It would appear that we have here a confrontation between two first responses

to the human condition. One, in Miranda, has been revealed as seeing the

noble in the world and being revolted by the ignoble. The fsct that, in her

innocence, she may not always accurately distinguish one from the other does

not alter the point about her disposition. The other response, in Caliban, consists

in the heightening of self-assertion as the consequence of self-awareness.

Whether it was Prospero who taught Caliban speech, or Miranda who taught

Cslibsn whst Prospero taught her (the matter is disputed by scholars), in the

most important sense both Miranda and Caliban are the results of Prospero's

tutelage. Prospero has the capacity to unlock both orderliness and disorderliness

but, in these two cases, has remained in control of both. On the isle Prospero's

rule is both just and competent.

The scene now shifts to Ferdinand, accompanied by the invisible but audible

Ariel. The tempest in Ferdinand's soul, a consequence of the supposed loss

of his father the king, is allayed by Ariel's music. Ferdinand intuits that the

song is in the service of some god of the island. The sweet air calms the

waters and also his spiritusl frenzy, snd he is led on by it. It is no esrth-

bound sound snd it is sbove him.

Just as Ferdinand is led on by a spirit, so Miranda, on being directed by

Prospero to raise her eyes to look on Ferdinand, is taken by what she thinks

a spirit Ferdinsnd himself. To Mirsnda, Ferdinand is a divine thing and

noble. It is likely that Prospero kept Ariel invisible to Miranda and brought

her directly to gaze upon Caliban in order to educate her gazing upon Ferdinand.

Thus, Prospero orchestrates the first encounter ofMirands snd Ferdinsnd. Esch

is returning from sn encounter with the distssteful: in Mirsnds's esse the

encounter with Cslibsn; in Ferdinand's case the encounter with a storm-tossed

sea snd the grief of losing his fsther. Ferdinand sees Mirands ss divine snd

s goddess he supposes her the source of the sweet airs he has been hearing.

The proper union of male and female is the encounter of the divine within

the human and this is not presented as a mistsken perception on the p3rt of

either/ It is the conclusion to which Prospero directs them both.

Whst results is s complex insight into the problem of ruling 3nd being

2. Upon reflection, readers may ask themselves. What is there really divine about this en

counter? The answer is that Ferdinand and Miranda respond to each other by interpreting their

meeting as the encountering of divinity. Moreover, their response to each other throughout the

play is intellectualized and ritualized (they play chess) in a manner unmistakably reminiscent of

the neoplatonic attitude that the divine is intimated in those striking human interactions which

reveal unplumbed depths of experience, drawing thought beyond all ordinary objects of con

sideration into the mysteries of conscious life.
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ruled. Ferdinsnd, thinking he hss met s goddess of the islsnd, 3sks if she csn

direct his conduct there, snd if she is s maid. She surprises him by speaking

his langusge. This reminds Ferdinsnd that, as his f3ther is now spp3rently

desd, he is the le3ding spesker of thst lsngusge ss the new king, or thst he

would be if he were st home in Nsples (i.ii.422ff.). Thus, divine spirit hss

recognized divine spirit, or roysl person hss encountered royal person. Prospero

rules Mirands snd the King of Nsples still rules Ferdinsnd; nonetheless,

their potentisl msrks them for each other, and together they constitute the

key to the reconciliation of Milan and Nsples thst must tske plsce lster.

Ferdinsnd st this point understsndsbly thinks ofMilsn ss subordinate to Naples

because he thinks Alonso has ruled Antonio. But of course Prospero rules

them all on this isle. He will be able to transfer this rule to Miranda and

Ferdinand, thus achieving what, for example, Lear could not achieve. Prospero's

intention has succeeded, for Ferdinand and Miranda "have changed
eyes"

and

now Ferdinand has ceased thinking of Miranda as a goddess and begun to

think her a virgin eligible to be queen of
Naples.3

But just as she is not

ready to be relessed from the tutelsge of Prospero, so Ferdinsnd is not yet

free of due submission to the old king.

Wishing to keep mstters complicsted for s time, Prospero sccuses Ferdinsnd

of arriving with trescherous intent to usurp Prospero's position. Prospero's

threst to imprison Ferdinand draws manly resistance which is immediately
overcome by Prospero's hypnotic charm. As with the Duke in Measure for

Measure Prospero is exemplary of the union of power and justice as is evi

denced by his use of power here to unite those who should be together.

The first scene of the second act begins with Gonzalo's speech of conso

lation: the threshold of death is present for human beings every day it is "our

theme of
woe"

(u.i.6) as human. But few live through impending mortality

to enjoy merriment once more. One ought to weigh sorrow against comfort.

Alonso turns this consolation aside, undoubtedly considering the apparent loss

of his son, and Antonio and Sebastian make fun of Gonzalo. Just as they
showed themselves to no advsntsge in the opening scene's confrontstion with

desth, so now they seem, hsving escsped, to hsve forgotten the ordinsry

mortslity of life which Gonzalo wisely enough has not forgotten. Gonzalo

thus remembers, parallel to Prospero, and in remembering the human condition

is ensbled to see opportunity in it as well as danger, and, more importantly,

opportunity of an ennobling sort.

It can be said that Sebastian and Antonio are mindful of opportunities

too. However, their notion of opportunity is entirely one of self-assertion

and conspiracy. Every occssion of life is the razor edge between life snd

desth most significsntly between the life snd desth of whstever potentisl

3. One may note here the coalescence of the divine, the political-legal, and the passionate

in a single dramatic moment. A comparison of the method by which this is brought about in

Measure forMeasure, among other plays, would be pertinent.
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for nobility there msy be in the soul of an individual. How such occasions

sre used will determine whst sssessment is to be msde of the chsrscter enscted

and so revealed. Every set is s self-disclosure. But whst is disclosed is not

only sn sssessment of whst sction is required. An sction is slso s consequence

of the understsnding thst informs the attempt st self-ensctment which constitutes

the drsmstic identity of s
chsrscter.4

As Gonzslo ssys, "When every grief

is entertsined, that's offered / Comes to
th'

entertsiner"

(n.i. 16-17).

Gonzslo 's stoic spirit is ridiculed by Sebsstisn snd Antonio. The play on
"dollar"

and
"dolor"

(n.i.19) reveals the preoccupation of Sebsstisn as well

as Gonzalo's stubborn persistsnee in trying to console Alonso, who prefers

not to be bothered. So slso Adrisn's sttempt to see s delicste climste or

temperance on the isle is ridiculed ss the sweet smell of the rotting lung or

perfumed fen. Whst's green to Gonzslo is tswny to Antonio. Gonzslo sees

them snd their garments as refreshed and glossy, not
ses-water stained. He

refuses to entertain the grief that might be expected in their situation. By
contrast, Sebastian, when he turns to Alonso, chides him for insisting on the

marriage of his daughter in Tunis against their advice and thus setting in

train a series of events which led to their wreck and the loss of Ferdinand.

Alonso 's fate, looked at in this way, is the result of his own actions and

parallels Prospero's. There is a way, then, in which Sebastian has a clearer

perception thsn Gonzslo, who wishes to console, to look on the bright side.

Gonzslo is decent but sbstrsct. He speculstes thst here is a place for a new

commonwealth as a natural anarchy, close to nature and without sovereignty.

But as Sebastian and Antonio point out, this order without a sovereign would

be founded by an act of sovereignty. Thus, "the latter end of his common

wealth forgets the
beginning"

(11. i. 154). Among other things, this means that

innocence in this commonwealth would require innocence of its origins. The

extended description given by Gonzalo of his vision is quite clearly of a pre-

4. Michael Oakeshott is invoked here because he expresses a view of conduct remarkably

like that of Shakespeare's: "This unresolved and inconclusive character of human conduct is

qualified (and not merely concealed) when actions are recognized as self-enactments; that is,

when they are understood in terms of the sentiments in which they are performed. There is at

least the echo of an imperishable achievement when the valour of the agent and not the soon-

to-vanish victory, when his loyalty and fortitude and not the evanescent defeat, are the con

siderations. But nowhere is it more than a distant echo. Self-enactment (virtuous or other

wise) is itself an episodic and an inconclusive engagement, as ondoyant and as full of unresolved

tensions as any other the enacted self is itself a fugitive; not a generic unity but a dramatic
identity."

Michael Oakeshott, On Human Conduct (Oxford, 1975). P- 84.

Self-enactment has to do with "an agent's sentiment in choosing and performing the actions

he chooses and performs the
'motive'

of an action is the action itself considered in terms

of the sentiment or sentiments in which it is chosen and performed choosing an action

is always meaning to procure a satisfaction in a motive of some sort an agent thinking as

he chooses to think and enacting or re-enacting himself as he wishes to be what the agent

chooses to think is related to his understanding and respect for himself, to the integrity of his

character, and not at all to his understanding of a contingent situation to which he must respond

by choosing an
action."

Op. cit., pp. 70-74.
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fallen psrsdise where there would be neither lsbor nor struggle nor mortslity

but "sll
sbundsnce"

(ii.i.159). But this vision which Gonzslo intends as a

further consolation to Alonso is to Alonso
"nothing"

(11. i. 166). This dream

world commonwealth is known by Gonzalo to be nothing, that is, it is a

speculative dream. It can be understood in parallel to Prospero's dream-world

commonwealth which he eventually dissolves as a nothing, and perhaps slso in

psrsllel to Cslibsn's sim to people the islsnd with Cslibsns. Whst is envisioned

by esch is revelstory of the chsrscter snd motives of esch.

Ariel sppesrs snd puts Gonzslo snd Alonso to sleep. This lesves the field

of imsginstion to Antonio, who sees s crown on Sebsstisn's hesd. Sebsstisn

csnnot tell whether Antonio is swske or dresming. He sees thst they sre in

3 dre3ming state while awske. Antonio, on the other hsnd, 3ccuses Sebsstisn

of not exercising his imsginstion snd thus sllowing his fortunes to die while

he lives, or slumber while he wskes (11. i. 2 10).

One might conclude st this point thst every character in the play is the

embodiment of his dream within the larger dresm of life. Idyllic 3nd Mschisvel-

lisn dresms 3re presented here in the common context of the lsrger dresm of

life which overrides them all. Esch character makes s world for itself where

its m3nifeststion of itself would be ssfe or sppropriste. Sebastian recognizes

this by retorting that Antonio's speech to him is snoring. Who then is 3wske

snd who ssleep?

But this turns into s distinction between Antonio's smbition, which is to in

crease Sebastian's stature threefold to be the teacher of ambition and Sebas

tian's confession of laziness. Sebastian's natural tendency is to ebb (ll.i.216-

17), but his ebbing encourages Antonio's ambitiousness. Antonio will teach

Sebastian ambition in a way reminiscent of the manner in which, so to speak,

he taught Prospero about ambition by overthrowing him. The man of ambition

looks for opportunities to realize ambition. For now, Antonio can realize his

ambition through Sebastian. This moment of grief for Alonso and resignation

for Gonzslo is a new beginning for Antonio. With Ferdinand and Claribel out

of the wsy, Antonio wishes thst he were Sebsstian (11. i. 260-61 ).

But as Sebastian takes Antonio's meaning he remembers that Antonio over

threw Prospero. This should be a source of discomfort to Sebastian. However,

Antonio uses it as s mesns to persusde Sebsstisn: "True. / And look how well

my gsrments sit upon me, / Much fester thsn before. My brother's servsnts /

Were then my fellows; now they sre my
men"

(11. i.266-68). Antonio thinks

that power makes the man this is his dream whereas the play seems to be

saying that power shows the man for what he is. One notes also that, whereas

in Gonzalo's dream there would be a natural anarchy, or a spontaneous equality

of men and women, Antonio's dream is of tyranny and distinction in his favor.

His dream is consistent with his sction. This disturbing turn of events prompts

Sebsstisn to remind Antonio of his
"conscience"

Antonio confesses thst T

feel not this deity in my
bosom"

(11. i.271-72). Not only is Antonio sn stheist
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with respect to the clsims of conscience but he has no kindred or brotherly
feeling: "Here lies your brother, / No better than the earth he lies

upon"

(ii. i. 274-75). Antonio's contempt and ambition are a full realization of his

Machiavellisn chsracter. He seems to be what he is because he hss sn enormous

capacity to forget his own mortality or to be unimpressed by it. He can, in

short, see the mortality in sll others but not in himself. He is psrsllel to

Cslibsn in wishing to populate the world only with his own image, but becsuse,

unlike Cslibsn, he has the sttributes of full humanity, he is a lower character

than Caliban because he hss the cspscity to dissemble in order to exploit the

reslity of the humsn condition. If Alonso is no better thsn the earth he lies

upon, which, in one sense, is certainly true of human beings, then for Antonio

it is slso true thst Prospero is no more slive thsn the books he studied in

seclusion. Cslibsn at least recognizes that there is power in books (m.ii.8990).

The earth of which sll humsnity is constituted is made human in the self-

enactment of the dreams which imprint the earthiness with form. Who con

trols the teaching of form to matter will make a difference. Sebastian, a

slothful fellow who describes himself as "standing (11. i. 2 16), that is as

matter, will be imprinted here with Antonio's form of smbition. His quick

submission to Antonio's plans is explained by the fact that the submissive,

passive type, low in ambition, is easily persuaded. Having little imaginative

vision of self-enactment, he can live on that of another. The watery Sebsstisn

is properly slothful snd phlegmatic. Thus Antonio's case becomes his precedent

(n. i. 284). Alonso's sleep shall be like Prospero's study. Neither study nor

grief can be comprehended by the ambitious or the slothful. The alliance of

ambition and sloth is a powerful source of wickedness in the ordering of humsn

sffairs.

Now Ariel intervenes to rouse Gonzalo and thus return the favor Gonzalo

extended to Prospero, and Gonzalo and Alonso, being saved, set off to search for

Ferdinand. The second scene of Act II plays Cslibsn, Trinculo and Stephano.

Caliban's first real look at Stephano and Trinculo (11.ii.114) convinces him that

they are "fine
things"

This is parallel to Miranda's first look at Ferdinand

and offers the proper comparison of noble to bsse innocence. Cslibsn thinks

they sre from the moon snd he will conduct these
"gods"

on a tour of the

island. He prefers their drink to Prospero's servitude. They, believing them

selves the only survivors, now plan to inherit this island kingdom. Caliban

shows his slavish nature in wishing to submit himself to yet s new msster.

In the mesntime, Act III, scene i, opens with the enslsved Ferdinsnd,

whose burdens sre nothing when redeemed by the thought thst he is serving

Mirands. She revesls her name to him, against her father's command, and

Ferdinand opines that she is flswless and the first such a one that he has

met. She thinks his form outstrips all imagination and ssys so, thus sgsin

depsrting from her father's commands to honor discretion. He reveals that,

though s log-msn now, in 3Ctuslity he is 3 prince.
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There follows a series of professions in which esch seeks to be the servsnt of

the other. Love induces self-tempering and marks the contrast to the ambitious

Antonio and slothful Sebasti3n who sre incspable of love or self-restraint.

Love is the bondage that is free
(m.i.89).5

We are immediately reminded of the bondage that is not free by the re

appearance of Caliban, Stephano and Trinculo at the outset of Act III, scene ii.

Caliban entreats Stephano to overthrow Prospero so that Stephano can rule

and favor Caliban. Freedom here is equated with self-assertion once more.

Again we have presented what might be called the tyrsnnicsl imsginstion ss

opposed to the noble imsgination suffused by charity. But the conspiracy is

constantly being upset by the presence of Ariel's airy voice, which makes it

appear that Caliban is simultsneously sttscking Trinculo, thus setting the con

spirators sgsinst esch other. Ariel spesks in Trinculo's voice snd thus csuses

Stephsno to drive Trinculo further away from him. Cslibsn then proposes

thst they murder Prospero in his sleep, so thst Stephsno will be sble to rule,

to possess Mirsnds snd to create offspring for the islsnd. Thus Cslibsn will

schieve his own sspirstion vicsriously. Csliban is to Stephano as Antonio is

to Sebastian.

But Ariel is intervening again and playing tunes which csuse fright. Cslibsn

counsels cslmness because the isle is "full of noises, / Sounds and sweet sirs

thst give delight and hurt
not"

(m.ii.130). These sounds orchestrate Caliban's

sleeping and waking and his description spurs Stephano's desire to rule. How

ever, Caliban reminds him that the condition of this rule is the destruction of

Prospero. But it would appear that the sweet sound of the isle might disappear

with the destruction of Prospero. There is nothing in the speech of Caliban

to suggest thst the sweet sound of the isle is not dependent on Prospero snd

Ariel even though, of course, Csliban dissociates the sound from Prospero's

rule. When Caliban dreams, he dresms of riches thst drop from the clouds,

but he does not understsnd thst the dresm of riches is fulfilled in living
surrounded by the sweet hsrmonies of just rule. Thus, not surprisingly, he

believes thst the sweet riches he alresdy enjoys are inferior to what would

come if the
"dreams"

were to become
"realities"

in the reign of Stephano.

Caliban cannot learn the deeper lesson of dreaming, and thus also cannot

appreciate the rule of the just, which would be to live encompassed in the

harmonious imagination. If this action is a metaphor for the dramatic art

itself, as seems likely, then it may also be said that Caliban cannot appreciate

the rule of the poetic as what distinguishes the human being from mere esrth.

Act III, scene iii, brings us bsck to Alonso 's psrty. The scene opens with

both Gonzslo snd Alonso wesry from wsndering in s msze. Alonso tells

Gonzslo, "Sit down snd rest. / Even here I will put off my hope, snd keep

5. For Antonio, self-restraint is only concealed ambition. For Sebastian, there is only the

inertia that prevents attempting much. For the former, everything is permissible; for the latter,
most things are too much trouble.
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it / No longer for my flstterer: he is
drowned"

(in. iii.6-8). This is noticesbly

s prefiguring of Prospero's renuncistion speech in Act V, scene i, 3nd reminds

one of Prospero's first renuncistion in Act I, scene ii. Thst the "ses mocks /

Our frustrate sesrch on
tend"

(m. iii.9-10) indicstes not only the literal situstion

ss it sppears to Alonso, but also indicstes the dresm world of the islsnd's

relstion to the stormy condition of temporal, humsn existence, whose undulation

mocks the powers of the human imagination to order the world in its own

image. That this is intimated in the attitude of Gonzalo and Alonso is drsms-

tized by the contrast immediately made with the attitude now shsred between

Antonio snd Sebsstisn.

Immedistely following thst dramstic contrsst 3 new hsrmony snd sweet

music srise, sccompsnied by s bsnquet. Typicslly, Gonzslo snd Alonso sre

refreshed and inspired, while Sebastian and Antonio respond with touristic

amusement. The appearing shspes sre, to Alonso, more gentle snd kind than

human beings. And, in sn aside, Prospero editorializes that Alonso speaks

well because some there are worse thsn devils. The gentle but monstrous

shspes vanish but the food remains, and Alonso lapses back into his despairing
thought that "the best is

past"

(in. iii.51), which contrasts usefully with Antonio's

past ss
"prologue"

(u.i.247). One is led to reflect that Prospero, in a manner

very reminiscent of the Duke in Measure for Measure, has arranged things

so that at this moment in the drama the wicked see opportunity where the decent

see only cause for despair, and that this arrangement must be emblematic

of a providentisl ordering thst one would nsturslly associste with the nsme of

Prospero. Underlying the perceived order is snother order but it is one only

intimsted in the vsnishing moments of time. If it is true, ss Senecs remsrked,

thst the good differ from God only in the element of time, reflection compels

the thought that our vision of right order is fleeting and ondoyant while the

divine would almost certainly be firm and constant. But this is also connected

to the poetic insight which underlies the play and connects the human condition

to Shakespeare's art. For it is poetic vision which discovers something of

grest constancy in the midst of endless becoming. One may agree with Douglas

Peterson that "time in the Renaissance cosmology is only the measure of

motion, a condition rather thsn sn
sgent,"6

snd go on to ssy that poetic vision

in responding to the intimations of immortality is agency par excellence. If,

following Hooker, we were to admit that time "neither causeth things nor

opportunities of things, although it comprise and contain
both"

(Ecc. Pol.

11.383), we would be led on to think that time is suffused with being because

time is the humsn experience which, in its fleetingness, excites unsvoidsbly

the thought of the eternal. On the other hand, we will also note thst the

providentisl design here is Prospero's snd thst it will come to sn end with

the ending of the plsy. The constancy of the poetic vision is itself, sfter

6. Douglas L. Peterson, Time Tide and Tempest, A Study of Shakespeare's Romances (San

Marino, 1973). P- r7-
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sll, fleeting snd not constsncy unquslified. To quote Peterson sgain, "All

temporal things sctively psrticipste in the eternal. On the other hand, to be

more sharply aware of process is to be more sharply aware of its
remorseless-

ness and of the precariousness and dependency of one's existence upon
it."7

This new precariousness which denies the possibility of ignoring the temporal

in sn act of contemplstion intimstes the superiority of poetic vision to philo

sophic or theologicsl vision, superiority not in seeing further thsn philosophy

or theology but in seeing ss creatures of crumbling dust must see: "A breath

thou art, / Servile to sll the skyey influences . . . Thou srt Desth's
fool"

(Measure for Measure, m.i.8 1 1). Humsnity is free not to be not temporal,

but free to choose in self-ensctment its visions, snd by such visions to be

known sfter the occssions of their initial sppesrsnce have passed, snd the

instigstors with them. It is s question of seeing s universe in a grain of

ssnd, of seeing substsntislity in the merest momentsry contiguity of goings-on.

Time is duration to be endured. Self-ensctment is enduring according to an

agent's self-understanding. Prospero drags his opponents into confrontation

with time as duration but in the shelter of the island. The reduction in com

plexity of life thus achieved allows the drsmstic evocstion of the timeless

presence in the midst of time. It slso permits the revelstion snd assessment

of the characters. What distinguishes one character from another is the use

each character makes of time. Nobility of response is connected to seeing

the contingency of the human condition as persistently occasioning the necessity

of love and forgiveness. Whst Prospero will finslly schieve is the extension

of the occssions of the right use of temporality by the marriage of Ferdinand

and Miranda, as almost all commentators have noticed. What has changed

from Measure forMeasure to The Tempest is that the poetic vision has become

the rule of restraint on the enchanted isle instead of the resurgent law of

Vienna.8

Such agency is to be seen as teasing constancy out of nothingness, and in

this way is the mark of the play itself. The plsy msy be understood as an

7. Op. cit., pp. 20-21.

8. The reader may wonder to what extent this is a specifically Christian interpretation of

the play's action. It is true that the virtues of love and forgiveness are specifically associated

with Christiantiy. It is also true that there are many occasions of Christian symbolism in Shake

speare's play which cannot be dismissed as mere ironies. However, what these usages meant to

Shakespeare this author is unable to say with conviction despite having examined many com

mentaries on this point. What is unmistakable is the dominance of poetic vision in The Tempest,

and the relation of poetic vision to a profound confrontation with temporality, contingency, human

failing, mortality, and reconciliation. At the very least it would seem that Shakespeare explored

the connection between wisdom, courage, temperance, and justice on the one hand; and faith,

hope, and charity on the other. He could not have done this without exploring Christian themes

and ideas. It does not seem likely Shakespeare could have achieved the profundity he did, in fact,

achieve by a merely ironic negation of the tradition which rested on the Augustinian meditation on

the intimation of the eternal in the temporal a tradition which itself rested on an affinity for

Plato's complementary account of what human experience must inevitably involve.
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"emblematic
narrative",9

that is, it is an imitation of action, or it is a recon

struction of humsn sction from the perspective of the virtue implicitly possible

in human action but not normally directly seen. It is seeing human action

from above so to speak. The high characters are ritualized vis-a-vis the low

characters who are reslistic or cynical or simply semiconscious. Thus every

moment of time is the eternal moment snd the tssk is to see that that is so.

Every moment is thus a promise and a peril, for at every moment the human

agent is caught between merely temporal royslties and virtue's siry voice.

Prospero's vision is s momentsry unificstion of these themes before time

sweeps sll before it. But on the other hsnd, the plsy is the remembrance of

a vision and a sign of its repetitive presence in all moments of human en

durance. It is the fleeting glimpse of the unity of the real snd the ideal

which st the outset of the plsy hsd been hopelessly sepsrsted as the discrepancy
between Milan and Antonio on the one hand, snd the dukedom of the library
on the other.

In this reflective moment in the midst of time none of the reslities of the

humsn condition is denied, but whst is ssserted positively is thst any moment

can be the occasion for a deeper vision what is to be seen never alters but

it must be transmitted through the visible and transitory self-ensctment of agents.

At any rate, Ariel returns now to make the banquet vanish, and he reveals

himself as the minister of Fate demanding of Alonso, Sebsstisn snd Antonio

repentance and from this point on an innocent life. He disappears in a clap

of thunder. Prospero praises Ariel's work and has reached the height of his

power: "My high charms work, / And these, mine enemies, sre sll knit up /

In their distractions: they now sre in my (in. iii.88-90). In this hypnotic

stste Alonso thinks the clouds, the winds snd the thunder pronounce the nsme of

Prospero. The tempest has now revesled itself ss Fste snd 3 call to remembrance

and hence repentance. Thus, Alonso assumes that the loss of Ferdinand is the

recompense for his allisnce with Antonio sgsinst Prospero. Ferdinsnd is bedded

in the ooze and now Alonso wishes to join him: "I'll seek him deeper than

e'er plummet sounded / And with him there lie
mudded"

(m.iii. 100102).

The confrontation with the ethereal hss driven Alonso towards the insensste

mud.

Now Alonso, Sebsstisn snd Antonio confront their own guilt. This is their

second encounter with the tempest. The first brought them to the island,

the second to self-awareness.

By contrast the first scene of Act IV begins with Prospero, Ferdinand

and Mirands, in s situstion where Prospero is beginning to release Ferdinand

from his thralldom. Ferdinand has been tried and found good. Prospero ad

monishes Ferdinand to be chaste. Ferdinand mskes s stirring speech for honor

snd for "quiet dsys, fsir issue, and long
life"

(iv.i.24). With a few minor

9. Peterson, op. cit., p. 215.
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lapses of passion Ferdinand and Miranda look to be composed, and now

Ariel will produce the masque.

The masque duly celebrates fertility and the cooperation of sky and earth

in the lives of Ferdinand and Miands. Ferdinsnd wishes to think these sre

spirits, but Prospero foreshadows what is to come by remarking, "Spirits,

which by mine art / I have from their confines called to enact / My present

fancies"

(iv.i. 120-22). Ferdinand understandably wishes for time to stand still

now for the fair thing it has revealed. But time will not stand still, for at

the moment of harvest in the wearying August of the mssque, Prospero's fsncy
shifts to Caliban's foul conspiracy (iv.i. 140). In the regime of Prospero the

visions of the island shift with his fancy. This confirms the view that The

Tempest is the story of the interior drama of the "dream of Prospero". "Prospero

hsd plsyed with the thought of humsn life ss a masque, beautiful, majestic,

transient: but it would not do. It is instesd s bitter drams of good snd
evil."10

"In the end the choice is between himself sffirming the spiritusl sources of

society, the dependence of the temporal snd the seculsr upon the eternsl snd

the sscred, snd s society which rejects supernstursl ssnctions snd in the event

rejects morality
itself."11

The return to human affairs, in short, is not to the

Machiavellian perspective but to a comprehensive view leading to moderation:

He ne'er is crowned / With immortality who fears to follow / Where airy

voices lead. Prospero's remembrance of Caliban 's conspiracy is, naturally, the

occasion for remembering the general atmosphere of conspiracy Prospero has

inhabited, and, necessarily, in the end, the fact that he himself has conspired

against the conspirators. This memory produces a tempest in Prospero's own

mind now which is evident to Ferdinand. But Prospero dismisses him snd in

reflecting on Cslibsn recognizes a limit to his imaginative power to transform

the stuff of which human beings are formed. Caliban's is a nature which

Prospero's nurture cannot perfect. Thus, Caliban and his co-conspirators now

creep up on Prospero's dwelling like animals and are driven out by spirits in

the form of hunting dogs chasing prey.

Now all Prospero's enemies are st his mercy, snd the sixth hour hss been

resched. The king snd his followers hsve become penitent snd this is sufficient

for Prospero. He shall choose virtue over vengeance snd relinquish his msgicsl

powers. The king's party has been reduced to something less than human

under Prospero's spell. They thus lie foul and muddy, at the ebb tide of their

humanity. As they are gradually led back into the human condition the flood

of reason overcomes their muddiness. Their humiliation is the prerequisite to

repentance which is the beginning not of their degradation but of their ascent

to some semblance of virtue. That there is virtue in Alonso has been strongly
intimated for some time, and this is the case in his first reunion with Prospero.

Gonzalo is of course virtuous. Sebastian and Antonio may be held by some

10. D. G. James, The Dream of Prospero (Oxford, 1967), p. 136.

11. James, op. cit., p. 150.
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virtue becsuse of Prospero's direst to revesl their abortive conspiracy sgainst

Alonso.

Now Prospero plays on
Alonso'

s apparent loss of Ferdinand by saying he

hss lost his daughter without saying that he has lost his daughter to Ferdinand.

This serves to remind Alonso of his separation from his daughter Claribel.

But having had this bitter joke the restored Duke of Milan now produces

Ferdinand.

The play's conclusion is contained in Gonzalo's reflection that in one voyage

"all of
us"

hsve found "ourselves / When no msn wss his
own"

(v.i.209-13).

"Prospero trsnsvslues the wickedness snd torment on his isle into the stuff

of dresms. . . . Possibly the lsst evil for Prospero abides in cynicism, the

Antonio malady. Antonio is, like Iago, an antipoetic mind who sees the world

in psrts instesd of by totsl
vision."

In this dilemms the eternsl is only,
psrs-

doxicslly, s momentsry solution within the terms of the human condition. The

incipient lawlessness of humanity can be subdued "only for a moment in a

scene created by a wholly poetic
consciousness."12

The enacted self is itself a

fugitive; not s generic unity but s drsmstic identity.

There are, however, s number of sdditionsl considerations: it would be

difficult to study The Tempest without remarking its evanescence both in theme

and structure, and most commentators have done so. To this point, the dis

cussion has proceeded in an attempt to be faithful to that quality in the play,

and to be mindful of the centrality of Prospero's sentiment that the fabric

of his vision is
"baseless"

(iv.i. 151), that the human condition is an "insub

stantial
pageant"

(iv.i. 155). On the other hand, it must be reaffirmed that

there is a fabric and a pagesnt, snd their reslity is not constituted in their

msterislity. This certifies the connection between Shskespeare and the ancient

roots of philosophy and theology, and leaves no doubt that Shakespeare pre

sents both a conception of excellence or nobility ss real, snd slso s forthright

sccount of the difficulty of schieving these quslities. Since thst schievement

is intuitive snd/or intellectusl, it is s mstter of seeing snd, in The Tempest,

poetic seeing.

It hss been suggested esrlier thst, within the specific terms of this plsy,

poetic seeing is superior to philosophicsl or theological seeing. To the extent

that is so in The Tempest, it is because the srt of seeing the
"insubstsntisl"

seems to demsnd poetic seeing, snd, if proof were needed, The Tempest

itself is proof, provided one suspends a prejudice against the sheer possibility

of such seeing. The rank of characters in the play is based on the vision, or

lack of it, which they possess, and on the degree to which they can learn,

when given a fresh chsnce, to see whst previously they hsd not seen. This is,

of course, true in the highest degree of Prospero snd thus is reminiscent of

Duke Vincentio's insight in Measure for Measure.

12. Wylie Sypher, The Ethic of Time, Structures of
Experience in Shakespeare (New York,

1976), pp. 205-6.
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On the other hsnd, there is s clesr difference of tone between The Tempest

snd Measure for Measure. Measure for Measure is more esrthbound snd has

a more obvious political teaching about the value of domestic or familial

orderliness for the maintenance of political order in a condition of moderate

virtue (between the extremes of the dissolution of the suburbs snd divine

perfection which, on esrth, devolves into mere rules).

Does this mesn thst Shskespesre, in moving, by s long route not described

here, from Measure for Measure to The Tempest, hss gradually abandoned

solid political teaching for a dependence on poetic imsginstion ss a kind of

consolation for the imperfectibility of the mortal, human condition? There is

much evidence to suggest otherwise.

In the first place, the theme of proper marriage is maintained in The Tempest

in a semidivine presentation. Ferdinand and Miranda are united in their vision

of each other and reinforced by the vision of cooperation between earth and

sky in the msrrisge mssque. But this is done in s wsy thst remsins consistent

with The Tempest's internsl integrity snd themstic cohesion. In the second

plsce, Prospero's descent from power which is repsired by an ascent in wisdom,

snd his eventusl return to his proper post in Milan armed with s more compre

hensive vision, echoes Shskespesre's recurrent theme of suffusing the humsn

moral order with a larger vision that leads to the moderation that only those

of comprehensive and sober understanding can display.

The Tempest may then be seen as Shakespeare's greatest effort to achieve a

philosophical expression of the thought that consistently underlies his teaching

on moral and political life. This play seems to assert that generic unity is

subsumed in dramstic identity. But whst does it mesn to ssy thst? Does it

mesn thst nothing persists? On the contrary, it is quite clesr thst if there is

not something in the poetic vision thst persists, the emphssis on nobility,

excellence, snd sober judgment could not confront us so clesrly ss it does.

Rsther, we must ssy thst no humsn sgent of such poetic seeing persists.

To the extent thst the vision of The Tempest is specificslly Prospero's vision,

or, for thst mstter, specificslly Shskespesre's, it must be "rounded with a

sleep,"

dissolving to "leave not a rack
behind"

(iv.i.i54ff.). To the extent that

the vision of The Tempest is not only Prospero's or Shakespeare's, but is

instead at least a mysterious presence in the text itself, it obviously must

persist. However, its presence in the text depends on its continued potential

for being seen by successive observers.

But this potential depends in some measure on the observers themselves

who will know what they are being expected to see. Implied, therefore, is a

"practice"

of seeing which can persist but which must be reaffirmed on every

occasion by those who see, thus distinguishing themselves from those who

do not see. In this way The Tempest may be understood as a teaching of

the highest sort, and necessarily reminiscent, in its own idiom, of the experience

of the Platonic presentation of Socrates. To see in this sense is to put into

practice a vision of human conduct but, simultaneously, to avoid the reduction
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of such vision to a set of rules which, in the temporality of humsn things,

cannot with sny certsinty be of permanent value in guiding humsn beings

through the vicissitudes of historical existence. It is the vision to which one

subscribes rsther thsn s command which one must obey. There is a fundamental

optimism in this understanding that what is to be seen can be seen despite

the conspiracy against it, and that it can be resffirmed in every psssing moment.

It is thus s vision which seeks to hold together the moral sutonomy of humsn

beings in the exercise of their sgency, with the possibility of s conception

of whst humsn sgency should le3d to snd look like providing sn elusive, but

resl, stsndard of judgment. It is this which Prospero must csrry bsck to Milsn

snd psss on to Ferdinsnd snd Mirands.

The purity or sdmirsbility of motives will not relesse us from the dsngers

of missdventure in the mutable and uncertain circumstsnces in which we must

try to act on those motives. On the other hsnd, the nsture of our motives,

insofsr ss they msy be revesled to us, undoubtedly sffects our judgment of

the actions thst proceeded under their guidsnce. Prospero's misadventure in

originally relinquishing his political responsibilities is of a different sort from

Antonio's in perverting his political responsibilities.

Furthermore, Prospero's misadventure lesds to s grester, more compre

hensive understsnding symbolized by his two renuncistions of power: the first

insdvertent snd the second by choice under conditions of unlimited power.

Prospero's initisl motives betray limited perception, subject to revision snd

improvement, but not wickedness or mslevolence. Antonio's motives sre wicked

snd, in the event, unimproved snd sppsrently unimprovsble. Antonio's ambi-

tiousness csn only be magnified or diminished as circumstances dictate. It

cannot be transformed or transposed into a different urging.

Of Caliban, it might be said that his motives are unsettled. They are some

where between instinct and reflective maturity. They lack the delibersteness

which would permit us to judge with certainty how far he might be able to

advsnce. Antonio is unsmbiguous in this sense, snd lower.

The question will, of course, srise ss to whether tslk of the higher snd

the lower, the base and the noble, the admirable and the despicable, the

benevolent and the malicious, makes sense if self-enactment is the self-chosen

sentiment of the actor whence comes this sppsrently independent standsrd

by which to sssess motives? For Shskespesre, it seems to come from an

swareness of the comprehensive range of possible motives for humsn beings

to spprehend and choose smong. The range is real and imposes itself upon us.

It is natural, if by natural is meant the unsought but unsvoidsble conditions

human experience imposes upon humsn reflection. But it is not only natural.

The range of motives is slso orderly snd csnnot be expressed otherwise thsn

in terms of better or worse. Thus, we msy be flooded by msny possible

motives but we are not permitted to be unaware of their implications in a

moral sense.

Finally, it may be remarked that no hierarchy among the better motives
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is sppsrent. This is true enough. But whst is decisive is the revelstion of

chsrscter in respect, first, of better or worse motives, snd second, of the

srrsngement schieved by esch well-disposed individusl of the better motives

(including consideration of the comprehensiveness of the range of motives so

srrsnged). Ususlly, Shskespesre personifies the stsndsrd in s chsrscter who is

both well-disposed snd exhibiting sn extensive array of worthy motives in an

orderly manner. The hierarchy of the virtues thus depends on the dramatic

vision in each play.

The relative importance of the various good motives will depend in each

case on the contingent conditions the play imposes on the chsrscters. The

relstive equslity of the virtues does not prevent a hierarchical arrangement

among them, but does require different arrangements in different cases. The

coherence of the moral order struck in each case is crucial. For, in preserving

coherence among the good things in the midst of life's contingency, one does

not diminish one virtue for the sake of another. On the contrary, one cslls

upon one virtue for the sske of virtue sltogether. Were this not the esse,

contingency would overwhelm virtue. The good msn must hsve the cunning

of virtue if he is to outwit the deceptions of the wicked and remain resilient

to the endlessness of temporality. Surely, The Tempest is about this if it is

about anything.

From this point of view, the
"Epilogue"

of The Tempest takes on a sig

nificant dimension: Prospero's charms are now overthrown, snd he is reduced

to the fsint strength st the disposal of any human being in confrontation with

temporality. But if he is not to be
"confined"

but "Sent to
Naples"

it will

depend on the audience, that is, it will depend on their appropriation of his

vision to resubstantiate it as his successors. Their gentle breath must fill his

sails or else his project fails. The task of seeing now falls to them. Of course,

his dramatic task was "to please", and he wishes to be applauded. In addition,

he wishes to persist in the persistence of their pleasure. In the meantime,

the play has taught us something about the rank of pleasures. Thus, while

the audience can see what it wants to see, the play has provided a precept

for seeing better. To insist thst this is not a political tesching would be to

insist thst the dreams of politics are not encompassed by the dream of life.


